AMA Alps Challenge (Part I) SPT23016
Austria | Germany | Italy | Switzerland

www.edelweissbike.com

Tours on: BMW / Ducati / Harley-Davidson® / Honda / KTM / Suzuki / Triumph / Vespa / Yamaha
» 2.350 tours in over 180 destinations and over 40 years of experience! «

Curvy mountain roads – that's what it is all about on this tour. Don’t miss it!
The Alps, with their soaring elevations, curvy roads and switchback-infested passes, are always a
challenge on a motorcycle. But the first-ever AMA Alps Challenge Tour will put your two-wheel talent to the
test over a total of nearly 20 high-mountain passes and seven days of epic riding.
The Alps Challenge Tour, designed from the beginning to be an AMA member (and family and friends)
trek, starts in Erding, Germany, a town just east of Munich, and heads south into Austria, smack dab into
some of the most spectacular mountains on earth.
From there we’ll head further south to the medieval town of Lienz, Austria, and a day later into beautiful
Collalbo. From there it’s on to Livigno, Italy, and the amazing Dolomites for a day of rest (or more riding!),
and then we’ll head to the Ötztal, Austria, before riding north again toward Munich.
Along the way we’ll traverse 17 of the most epic passes on earth, through Austria, Italy and Switzerland,
and have a blast doing it! You’ll not only do some of best riding of your life (and probably learn a lot along
the way), you’re likely to meet some lifelong friends, as well. After a long day of riding, ‘Edelweiss
Evenings’ are famous for their good times, great food and drink, and even better memories, and you’ll
collect plenty.
This will be an epic motorcycle trip, one you’ll remember forever!

From Mitch Boehm, AMA Editorial Director:
"I can’t tell you how much fun we had on the AMA Alps 1 +2 Challenge
Tours! With a mix of AMA members from around the country and a
handful of my friends (none of whom had ever ridden in the Alps), we
had a total blast each and every day, riding the rollercoaster-esque
roads, negotiating the many switchback-infested passes, enjoying the
amazing geography and history of the region, and of course sampling
each day the food and – at night – adult beverages. It was the best Alps
trip of my life, and I’ve been on several. So come play with us in 2023,
either on the AMA Alps Challenge I, the AMA Alps Challenge II or the
AMA Alps Challenge III, which will move west into Italy, Switzerland and
France. You know they all will be epic!

9 days vacation
7 day riding route

START/FINISH:

Erding

NEAREST AIRPORT:

Munich (MUC)

DURATION:

9 days vacation, 7 riding days

ROUTE:

Total distance: 1173-1704 km, 729-1059 miles
Daily distances: 170-280 km, 106-174 miles

ACCOMMODATIONS:

in comfortable middle-class hotels

REST DAY:

Bolzano (Bozen)
Livigno

HIGHLIGHTS:

Prices start at $ 4.780,-

6
Please note paragraph 6.4. a) of our terms and conditions of
travel to find out more about the cancellation of tour through
Edelweiss Bike Travel when the minimum number of participants
is not reached - Terms and Conditions

Motorcycle category 2

DAY 2:

Erding - Lienz

DAY 3:

Lienz - Bolzano (Bozen)

DAY 4:

Bolzano (Bozen)

DAY 5:

Bolzano (Bozen) - Livigno

DAY 6:

Livigno (Livigno – Bormio – Stilfser Joch – Glurns –
Münstair – Umbrail – Bormio – Livigno or Ligigno –
Bormio – Stilfser Joch – Bormio – Livigno)

DAY 7:

Livigno - Sölden

DAY 8:

Sölden - Erding

DAY 9:

Departure from Erding

Prices start at $
4.780,per person

per person

In clu ded services

In clu ded services

Prices start at $ 4.780,-

Arrival in Erding

Chiemsee, Grossglockner High Alpine Road, Bolzano (Bozen),
Dolomiti (Dolomites), Passo dello Stelvio (Stelvio Pass) (2758 m),
Passo di Gavia (Gavia Pass) (2618 m), Livigno, Castle Linderhof

MINIMUM NUMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS:

DAY 1:

Motorcycle category 2

per person

Tour dates
2023

03.08. - 11.08.

MAKE IT PRIVATE!
Inquire your private tour date for you and your friends.

Motorcycle category 2

Tour prices & motorcycles 2023

Included services

Price for rider in double room
BMW G 310 GS
BMW G 310 R
Honda NC 750 S
Honda NC 750 X
Suzuki V-Strom 650

$ 4.940,-

Yamaha TRACER 7 GT
BMW F 750 GS (LSP)
Yamaha Tenere 700

$ 4.780,-

BMW F 850 GS
BMW F 900 R
BMW F 900 XR
Ducati Monster 821
Ducati Multistrada 950 S
Honda CRF 1100 L Africa Twin
KTM 890 Adventure
Suzuki V-Strom 1050 XT
Triumph Tiger 900 Rally Pro
Yamaha TRACER 9 GT

$ 5.060,-

BMW R 1250 GS
BMW R 1250 GS (LSP)
BMW R 1250 R
BMW S 1000 XR
Harley-Davidson® Pan America Special
KTM 1290 Super Adventure S
Triumph Tiger Explorer

$ 5.290,-

BMW R 1250 GS Adventure
BMW R 1250 RT

$ 5.380,-

Price for pas s enger in double room

$ 3.630,-

Single room s upplement

All overnights (comfortable middle-class hotels with alpine
flair) during entire tour
breakfast every day
1 picnic/lunch
8 dinner
motorcycle rental with unlimited mileage
third party liability insurance for motorcycles
comprehensive vehicle insurance for motorcycles with
deductible according to the booked motorcycle model
tour information package in English or German including
safety tips, details about the hotels, the route and the sights
English and German speaking tour guide on motorcycle
support van for luggage transportation (1 piece per person)
and space for passengers (limited) on entire tour
Edelweiss Riding Tips

Services not included
All services not mentioned as included and all items of a
personal nature.

Optional Services
optional deductible reduction on included motorcycle
insurance (Cover All / Cover Plus)
additional rental options prior or post tour on request and
availability

Please note
This group tour is not suitable for people with limited mobility.

$ 490,-

Testimonials
The great escape!
For me, and for many of you, I’d guess, it’s a moment we live for
and enjoy more than just about any other…the instant your personal fun meter pegs deep into the red aboard a motorcycle,
with the resulting rush of adrenaline and endorphins transporting mind and body to top of the world — or in this case, the top of a 13,000-foot
Alpine peak.
Download

Mitch Boehm

I was in heaven, riding all week long
My experience this August in the Edelweiss AMA Alps Tour #1 was transforming. I was in heaven, riding all week long. This was twice as long as
any motorcycle tour I've ridden. I got CALLUSES on my hands. But I was happy to ride so much! Hardly an iron butt, but the irony is obvious.
Calluses in places you can imagine.
The physical challenges were rewarded with the most incredible scenery and spectacular topography. The Alps and Dolomites soar in always varied
shapes to white peaks, and plunged down to emerald curves hugging gray glacial riders. Colors of the rainbow will be misty-colored in memories.
There were times I looked up at peaks thousands of feet above, and from the same spot cliffs fell away thousands of feet below. The landscape was always changing, usually at an
incline. It was inspiring to see local residents harvesting tall grasses from their large yards to use as fodder for a few animals in the barn. Farming at 7,000 feet on a 30 percent
incline. And cattle grazing even at the high 9,000 foot passes! Hardy folk in hard conditions. People returned friendly waves with the same gesture.
Sometimes the roads we were riding were particularly narrow, or otherwise challenging. But they were often in great shape, and the most scenic way to the next pass. No wonder
European drivers are better and courteous, they're used to small roads with motorcycles and bicycles. Oh, and farm tractors.
The routes were outstanding. We were "pass hunting", but of course our guide, Dieter, knew exactly where they were, which side was best approach, when to let us "ride free",
and where to regroup. The guide prepped us each day with the map, planned stops, overall theme (curves all day, distinctive Dolomites, famous bicycle race, etc.), and a little
history. But of course his first order of business was our safe passage while touring the amazing Alps. Dieter was brilliant, a good leader and available for our needs and wants.
Edelweiss provided top-notch support. The guide and his helper/van driver, Marko, were always there for us 24/7. The bikes were late models in great shape: cleaned, tuned, and
with fresh rubber. We visited the Edelweiss garage in Mieming. As a professional in the bicycle industry, I can say their shop meets the highest standards; even if the bikes are
bloated and suck gasoline instead of Gatorade!
The hotels, by and large, were very good rooms and restaurants. Well, my tastes run more to Italian than German. At least the beer was good. Hotel Lac Salin in Livigno was a
standout, a 4 star establishment on our 3 star budget. That's Livigno, historically duty-free by Napoleonic decree. And the Maitre'd had his own little empire, we were his grateful
subjects...and audience!
Lunch on our first day was at a trout farm. SO FRESH and tasty! One of the more memorable meals on our trip. Twice Marko made us a picnic from the van and local markets in
scenic locations. One lunch of polenta was accompanied by my tablemate delivering an entertaining and informative lecture on electrical wave theory. I wish I had kept that placemat!
This AMA -centered group provided some common bonds. Language and cultural similarities made our companionship relaxed. As a single person traveling with a group of
previous strangers, I felt at ease with each individual, partially because we were all from the US of A. We did have a mix of abilities, attitudes, and experience but our collective
journey brought the group together, especially at meals. I was happy to share these experiences with a good crew. And the addition of you, Mitch Boehm, was a real pleasure at
meeting an icon of our industry and pastime. You have more stories than would fit in any magazine! Maybe your own book someday?
This tour exceeded my expectations in many ways: the countryside and mountains, Edelweiss and staff, routes and stops, people and bikes. If only they'd serve ketchup with fries
instead of mayonaisse! But I guess that's just a taste of a different culture.

Brian Douglas, USA

Do what you’ve always wanted to do!
Let me start with thanking you for writing about the trip last year and reigniting a passion/bucket list adventure since I was @35!
For me the highlight was clearly Passo Gavia… Being new to adventure riding this was WAY outside my comfort level and the anxiety meter pegged
the red line all the way to the top! It allowed many of us to face our fears and our inner demons that suggest we are “not good enough” and scream
“F you!” from atop Gavia!
Gavia allowed us to face Stelvio with amusement and the confidence of “I’ve got this!”. The catchword of the moment was “piece of cake” … for after
conquering Gavia it was truly a piece of cake. Not in a boastful sense, more the confidence and assuring knowledge that “I got this”. Thank you, Dieter and Edelweiss for building
that level of confidence.
My new motto in life is “Leave fewer regrets, do what you’ve always wanted to do.” It is a takeoff of the old Carpe Diem… cease the day/the moment and embrace it completely. I pity
those who face the end with a life of “What ifs?” I read somewhere “What bitter end the cancer of regret brings, gnawing at a life half-lived, half-loved. Greater is the suffering of that
regret than the pain of failure in unsuccessful attempt. How horrible to be buried with our disappointment, lost chances, and dead hopes.” I do not wish to be “with those cold and
timid souls who knew neither victory nor defeat.”
Sine matu…
Bill Stoermer

Bill Stoermer

My overall impression of the tour is that it was fantastic
I was a little apprehensive before heading to Germay for the start of the tour. But once I got there and met the people that where on the tour, and our
tour guide, I was feeling a little more comfortable. I was glad for starting from Munich, which gave me time to get familiar with my bike before we hit the
twisty roads. After the first day, I was feeling very comfortable with the bike and the people on the tour. By the end of the tour, I was sad to leave, and
didn’t want the magical ride to end.
My overall impression of the tour is that it was fantastic. For me, I made the right choice in bikes with he BMW S100XR, even if the seat was hard as a
brick. The roads were incredible, both in the number of curves and the quality of pavement. The scenery can’t be beat. If I wasn’t blasting through the twisties at a high rate of
speed, I was gawking and enjoying the scenery. A win-win situation. The camaraderie at the end of the day, discussing the days ride, or hearing about interesting things in the other
people’s lives made it all the more special.
I saw two huge advantages to doing this with a tour company, as opposed to going it solo. One, the tour company does all the hard work. From planning the route, leading us on
the route, getting the hotels, making eating arrangements, transporting luggage from hotel to hotel. And Edelweiss did it all exceptionally well. Two, meeting new people and having
them to share this with. I was not expecting the second benefit when I signed up for the tour.
And the last lesson I learned, was get the full coverage insurance on the bike. For peace of mind, because it is too easy for something to happen to the bike that will end up costing
way more than what you are paying for the insurance. Fortunately, I didn’t need it, but I saw first hand how quickly and easily something can happen to the bikes, even with
experienced riders.
Would I do this again. Yes, when I can afford it. And hopefully my brother will be able to go as well.

Jeffrey Dahlin, USA

Impressions

